Localised failure of geomaterials involves deformation at two scales: a narrow localisation zone and the surrounding bulk. The behaviour associated with both scales should be properly taken into account in the development of constitutive models. This article presents a general constitutive modelling framework to connect these two scales, each of which is associated with a different stage of the material behaviour. It is demonstrated how this approach can be applied to any geomaterial model and how it could help obtain solutions independent of the spatial discretisation in numerical analysis.
INTRODUCTION
In geomaterials, localised failure leads to intensive deformation and irreversible micro-structural changes of the material in a small but finite size region. Shear, compaction and dilation bands observed in soils and porous rocks are typical examples of localised failures. The width h of the localisation band has been experimentally shown to be a physical quantity related to the microstructure of the material (Bazant & Pijaudier-Cabot, 1989; Vardoulakis & Sulem, 1995; Otsuka & Date, 2000) . On the other hand, numerical methods for the solution of boundary value problems usually introduce another length, H, as a result of the spatial discretisation of the considered domain into smaller ones over which the constitutive response of the material is defined in terms of its incremental stress-strain relationship (Fig. 1 ). While h, as a physical quantity, is fixed, H varies with the resolution of the numerical discretisation. The question is how to formulate constitutive models that can properly take into account both length scales H and h.
In the literature, the case H , h appears to be effectively dealt with using non-local/gradient and Cosserat (micropolar) theories (e.g. Chen & Schreyer, 1987; PijaudierCabot & Bazant, 1987; Vardoulakis, 1989) . However, this usually requires very high resolution of the discretisation and hence becomes computationally prohibitively expensive. This is because the locations of the failure zones are generally unknown and the considered domain can be of several orders of magnitude bigger than the physical size h (e.g. the formation of sea ice leads in the Arctic (Jirasek & Bazant, 1995; Sulsky et al., 2007) ).
The other case, H . h, has been widely addressed in the literature, with enhancements to the discretisation scheme using enhanced assumed strain (e.g. Larsson et al., 1996; Oliver, 1996; Borja, 2000; Wells & Sluys, 2001a; Foster et al., 2007) and extended finite-element methods (e.g. Wells and Sluys, 2001b; Samaniego & Belytschko, 2005; Borja, 2008; Sanborn & Prevost, 2011) . These enhancements usually idealise the finite-width localisation zone as a zero-thickness surface across which the displacement field is discontinuous (the strong discontinuity case). As a consequence, besides the continuum description for the pre-localisation phase, another set of constitutive equations/parameters dictating the behaviour of this discontinuity surface is needed; the effects of the physical size h are therefore lumped into these separated constitutive equations/parameters.
There are also earlier works on weak discontinuity (e.g. only the strain field is discontinuous) using a localisation zone embedded in finite elements (e.g. Belytschko et al., 1988; Garikipati & Hughes, 1998 , 2000 Sluys & Berends, 1998) . While Belytschko et al., (1988) built their approach on the Hu-Washizu three-field variational principle, which is similar to the case of the enhanced assumed strain mentioned above, a variational multi-scale approach was developed by Garikipati & Hughes (1998 , 2000 to take into account the fine-scale effects introduced by the localisation zone. All these approaches can take into account the effects of the width h of the embedded localisation band on the element response. However, they involve finite-element formulations (e.g. modification and/ or introduction of shape functions) and hence result in the dependence of the approach on the type of finite element used for the numerical discretisation. This may be a source of inconsistencies since the way a material localises should depend on its own properties and not on the chosen numerical method of discretisation.
This article therefore takes a different approach, focusing on the constitutive aspects of localised failure. In other words, we address the nature of localised failure from the constitutive modelling point of view without having to resort to variational formulations for the discretisation using the finite-element method. The interface with any spatial discretisation scheme is taken into account only through the size H of the sub-domain (Fig. 1 ), while connection with any kind of constitutive behaviour is specified through its tangent stiffness. The proposed approach is therefore straightforwardly applicable to any material model and any spatial discretisation scheme. The width h of the localisation band, as a material property, is shown to have effects on the model response, along with the discretisation size H. The dissipation is, however, solely governed by the Nguyen, G. D., Einav, I. and Korsunsky, A. M. (2012) Gé otechnique Letters 2, 129-134, http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/geolett.12.00030 physical size h, irrespective of the discretisation that may result in different size H. The extreme case of h R 0 can be recovered from this general approach if similar physical arguments on bounded and unbounded terms (see Simo et al., 1993) in the formulation are taken.
FUNDAMENTALS
In view of the localisation, let us consider a material composed of two different regions whose responses correspond to different stages of the deformation process.
This situation reflects what is observed experimentally in geomechanics when localised deformation occurs at a certain stage of loading in a triaxial test. In this study, the small strain condition is assumed. From now on, subscripts 'i' and 'o' are used for quantities inside and outside the localisation band, respectively (Einstein summation convention does not apply here). The stresses and strains are therefore denoted as (s i , e i ) and (s o , e o ) for materials inside the localisation band and outside homogeneous bulk, respectively. However, they cannot be arbitrary. The stresses must meet the equilibrium condition across the boundary of the localisation band
or in terms of tractions
and the strain rate inside this band is assumed as (Vardoulakis et al., 1978; Kolymbas, 2009) :
where h is the thickness, n is the normal vector and : u ½ is the relative velocity between opposite sides of the localisation band. In equation (2), the contribution from the homogeneous strain rate : e o is neglected, given the fact that its magnitude is negligible compared with the term 1
inside the band (Vardoulakis et al., 1978; Kolymbas, 1981; Kolymbas & Rombach, 1989; Kolymbas, 2009) . Generally, it is assumed that dissipative processes take place only inside the thin localisation band, while the outside bulk is undergoing elastic unloading. We view a soil sample in such a localised failure mode as a composite material consisting of two phases: inelastic behaviour in the embedded localisation band and elastic behaviour in the bulk. The point now is how to devise a model, in terms of the averaged stress s and averaged strain e defined over the domain V, by coupling the different responses of the materials inside and outside the localised region. Such connections require utilisation of equations (1) and (2). Motivated by compatibility in the one-dimensional (1D) case, we further require linear scaling of the strain rate : e : e~f :
and the Hill-Mandel condition (Hill, 1963 ) that the work produced by the macroscopic stress s and strain rate : e should equate the volume-averaged values due to the stresses and strain rates inside and outside the localised region s :
: e~f s i : :
where the volume fraction f of the localisation zone is defined as
in which we utilise a nominal size H 5 V/A of the volume V, where the stress s and strain e are defined, with A being the surface area of the localisation zone V i (Fig. 1) . Although : e o contributes negligibly to the strain rate : e i inside the localisation band (see equation (2)), it cannot be neglected in the expressions of the averaged strain (equation (3)) and the Hill-Mandel condition (equation (4)). This is because the first term in equation (3) (or equation (4)) is expressed in smeared form over the volume V where the averaged stress s and averaged strain e are defined. Therefore, it is not of much higher magnitude compared with the second term in the same expression, especially for the case H % h usually encountered in modelling failure of geomaterials at large scales (e.g. Jirasek & Bazant, 1995; Sulsky et al., 2007) .
From equations (2)- (4), after some rearrangements, we obtain
This condition must be met for any : u ½ and : e o , resulting in the requirements t~t i and s~s o
Due to the traction continuity across the boundary of the localisation band, t o 5 t i (see equation (1b)), the above requirements are automatically satisfied if s 5 s o . In this case, it can be interpreted that the response of the bulk material is enhanced by that inside the localisation zone.
MODELLING ASPECTS
The essential components of a model that couples different behaviours of materials inside and outside a localised region, taking into account the equilibrium condition across the boundary and the relative size of the region, have been indicated. An important question now is how to obtain the stress rate : s, given the input strain rate : e, the size h of the localised band and the complete knowledge of the constitutive behaviour inside and outside the band (Fig. 1) . The answer to this question is critical, firstly for understanding the coupling between the behaviours inside and outside the localisation zone and later on for the numerical implementation of the approach in relation to any constitutive model.
The reasoning begins from the observation that, at the onset of localised failure, the material responses inside and outside the localised region start to bifurcate from the same point on the stress-strain curve (Fig. 1) . The description of the homogeneous stage of material deformation behaviour is widely documented and can be skipped here for the sake of simplicity. The focus here is on the stage where discontinuous bifurcation has been triggered by the loss of positive definiteness of the acoustic tensor A with respect to the orientation represented by the normal n (Chambon et al., 2000) :
In equation (8), a is the tangent stiffness of the material, characterising the constitutive response at the onset of localisation: : s~a : : e. For the case of incrementally multilinear models such as classical elasto-plastic models, a wide range of orientations can be physically admitted (Chambon et al., 2000; Das et al., 2011) . It can be argued that the orientation given by min n det A ð Þ ½ ƒ0 should be chosen (e.g.
Sanborn & Prevost, 2011).
Denoting by a i and a o the tangent stiffness tensors of the material inside and outside the localisation zone, and using equation (7) 
:
These stress rates are connected through the continuity of traction rates across the boundary of the localisation zone : s{ :
Equations (2) and (9)- (11) yield
where A i 5 n?a i ?n and A o 5 n?a o ?n are the acoustic tensors of the material inside and outside the localisation band, respectively. The velocity jump can then be worked out from equation (12) as
Using equations (2), (9) and (13), the stress rate is then
It can be seen that the velocity jump : u ½ is now smeared over the nominal width H of the volume V. The model response in this case depends on both length scales, the physical one represented by h and the discretisation one, H. However, the total dissipation in the volume V is governed by only the constitutive response of the material inside the localisation band and the size h of this band. The next section shows a simple 1D example in which the essential features of the new constitutive modelling scheme are illustrated.
It is worthwhile to address briefly the extreme case of h 5 0. From equations (2) and (12), since we deal with non-trivial cases with : u ½ non-null, it is required that A i : : u ½ ~0, or, equivalently, det(A i ) 5 0. In such cases, for h R 0, 1 h A i~K i is bounded (K i is the tangent stiffness of the discontinuity surface c). The above arguments are similar to those initiated by Simo et al. (1993) and then widely adopted by many researchers (e.g. Oliver, 1996; Borja, 2000; Foster et al., 2007) . However, we need to bear in mind that the case of h 5 0 is a mathematical idealisation of a very thin localisation band. This can be considered an extreme case of the formulation. In this study, the focus is on the case of h being a finite number governing the response of the model. Physically, h R 0 is more reasonable for quasi-brittle geomaterials such as concrete, in which h/d max 5 1 to 4 has been experimentally observed, where d max is the maximum aggregate diameter (Bazant & Pijaudier-Cabot, 1989; Otsuka & Date, 2000) . In such cases, the assumptions of homogeneity in continuum mechanics may break down and the need for a discrete constitutive model across the idealised discontinuity surface therefore becomes fully justified. Other geomaterials such as granular soils exhibit a higher relative width of the localisation zone (e.g. h/d 50 < 13 to 30 for relatively uniform soils (see Fig. 9 .4.2, reproduced from Hammad (1991) , in Vardoulakis & Sulem (1995) where d 50 is the median diameter for which half of the sample is finer). This favours a continuum description for the material inside the localisation zone.
EXAMPLES
Consider a bar element with unit cross-sectional area, length H and with an embedded localisation zone of size h. The 1D constitutive model features linear softening, with uniaxial strength S, tangent stiffnesses inside and outside the localisation zone E i and E o , respectively, and strain at complete failure S/E o 2S/E i (Fig. 2) . From the equilibrium across the boundary of the localisation zone, we obtain the strain rate : e i inside the localisation zone in terms of the macro-strain rate : e
The stress rate is then
giving the structural stiffness
This constitutive relationship has the effects of both length scales of constitutive responses and dictates the structural behaviour of the bar, as seen in Fig. 3 . For fixed h, the total dissipation is independent of the size H of the discretisation and equals that inside the localisation zone. In this example, this is the total dissipation per unit area of the localisation surface A (Fig. 1 ) and could be calculated as the area under the load-elongation curve (Fig. 2 )
To illustrate the feature of the approach in finite-element analysis, the above bar is discretised into two linear displacement-based finite elements depicted in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 2. Constitutive response and two scales in 1D setting
How to connect two scales of behaviour in constitutive modelling of geomaterials Denoting k 1 and k 2 the stiffness coefficients of elements 1 and 2, respectively, we can write the equilibrium condition of the above system in matrix form as
where, using equation (17) 
and
Equations (19)- (21) give the tangent stiffness of the bar as
As can be seen, this maintains the same form of equation (17): the response of the system only depends on the size of the localisation zone, its constitutive behaviour and the elastic unloading governed by the total length of the bar. It is independent of how the bar is discretised. The proposed scheme was implemented in an in-house numerical code for the prediction of failure of geomaterials (details to be covered in a forthcoming paper). The fact that both kinematic compatibility and traction continuity are enforced at the constitutive level in the formulation (e.g. at integration points) makes the implementation in any numerical code straightforward. The damage model described by Nguyen et al. (2012) was used for 2D analysis using linear quadrilateral elements under plane strain conditions. The dissipation per unit area of the surface A of the localisation zone (Fig. 1) , denoted as G, is used as an alternative to the width h given the fact that it may be difficult to determine h from experiments. The linear softening rule was used, with Young's modulus E 5 30 000 MPa, Poisson's ratio n 5 0?2, uniaxial strength S 5 3 MPa and fracture energy G 5 0?0015 Nmm/mm 2 . The specific fracture energy governing the constitutive response is just g 5 G/h (see Nguyen et al. (2012) for details). A single element test (H 5 1 mm) was carried out first and validated against the above analytical results. It can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that the numerical responses almost coincide with the analytical solution and are independent of the numerical integration scheme. The slight difference is due to Poisson's effects in the 2D case. While G is kept fixed, any variation of h results in a change in the constitutive response so that the model response remains unchanged (Nguyen et al., 2012) . This is demonstrated in Fig. 5(b) .
The same model and parameters were used for the failure analysis of a bar discretised using 2D finite elements under plane strain conditions (Fig. 6(a) ). The bar length is 10 mm. To trigger localised failure, a 10% reduction of strength was introduced to the element next to the clamp. The resolution of the mesh was varied to demonstrate the objectiveness of the numerical solutions ( Fig. 6(a) ). The evolution of (nodal) displacement profiles is depicted in Fig. 6(b) . Above the resolution of the coarser mesh, the displacement profiles coincide, reflecting the analytical prediction in equation (22) .
Although the above examples give a simple illustration of the previous section, there are several scenarios where 1D models could be applicable to geomaterials. For example, an idealised 1D model could be used to describe the compaction bands during confined compression of soils, in which the softening response may be due to the collapse of voids and/or crushing of grains (Das et al., 2011) . In this idealised case, the effects of lateral constraint on the constitutive behaviour are lumped into the behaviour in the vertical direction. 
CONCLUSIONS
This article has shown the essential ingredients of a new constitutive modelling framework that encompasses material behaviours at two different scales. The proposed scheme is applicable to any constitutive model that features, at a certain stage, bifurcation of the response into two different branches, each of which possesses its own length scale. As a result, use of this scheme in numerical analysis automatically leads to results that are independent of the spatial discretisation. The proposed scheme relies on a width h, as a physical length parameter, and the complete description (see Fig. 1(b) ) of the material behaviour from early to late stage of the failure process. These, in principle, can be obtained from experiments or combined experimental-numerical studies as suggested by Sluys & Berends (1998) . Alternatively, as demonstrated in the above numerical example, the total energy dissipated per unit area of the localisation surface A (Fig. 1) , denoted as G in equation (18), can be employed for the complete description of the constitutive behaviour. In such cases, h is coupled with the constitutive behaviour of the material inside the localisation zone so that the imposed value of G is always reproduced. On the other hand, although the scale H in the current work is associated with the numerical discretisation, it may also represent a new physical scale greater than h. Of course, it is then possible to extend the above framework even further to failure of materials involving more than two scales (e.g. shear bands in polycrystalline materials). Further illustration and application of the proposed approach in geotechnical engineering will be presented in a forthcoming paper. How to connect two scales of behaviour in constitutive modelling of geomaterials
